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With	consultants	and	affiliates	that	span	the	international	
landscape,	Fitco	possesses	leading	expertise	in	the	

recruitment	of	Regional	and	Country	Senior	Executive	
talents.

China
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Singapore

Indonesia

Philippines

Japan

Fitco	has	successfully	situated	APAC	Directors	and	Country	
managers	in	China,	Singapore,	Japan,	Malaysia,	Thailand,	

Indonesia,	India	and	the	Philippines.

FITCO	– Your	Executive
Search	Partner	In	Asia

Welcome to Fitco’s New Shanghai Office

Fitco’s new	office is	in	the	heart	of	Shanghai	and	features	a	beautiful	patio	and	garden.	We	welcome	all our	friends	to	stop	
by	for	visit	and	enjoy	a	cup	of	tea	in	our	picturesque	garden.	The	ambiance	of	the	office	give	both	candidates	and	clients	
cozy	and	discrete

Our	Passion	for	the	Environment	&	Society	

House22, No.61, Gao An Road,
Shanghai, China 200030

Asia Sales 
Director

China Sales 
Manager

Congratulations to Aplix and their new Asia Sales Director. Both are
delighted on their new relationship.

Asia IT Director
HR Director

China Sales Team

Allegro’s rapid growth in serving the automotive niche sector of
sensor electronic semi-conductor technology again led to another
two successful placement of a talented IT Director & HR Director
to skillfully manage the companies continued expansion across
Asia. Fitco continues to support the rapid expansion of the China
sales and service support team based in Shanghai under the their
excellent leadership.

Blueskye
China car manufacturer Chery sold its very first electric car to Cliff and Katherine, which
in part inspired them to found the organization Blueskye, with a mission to
deliver “compelling insights for a consumer led path to sustainability”. The Blueskye
organization is developing rapidly and is honored to have so many key senior executives
who graciously donate their time to the advisory board, including former CCTV anchor-
man Baodong Zhang.

Blueskye is	focused	on	promoting	a	sustainable	lifestyle	that	includes	the	use	of	exciting	
alternative	energy	technology.	The	advisory	board	recently	approved	the	making	of	a	
documentary	which	will	be	filmed	in	many	locations	across	the	world.
The	new	film will	highlight	the	founding	of	Blueskye,	it’s	founders	and	mission,	along	
with	the	“greening”	of	the	city	of	Anyang,	Katherine’s	home city	in	Henan	Province.	The	
ancient	capital	city	aims	to	restore	tourism	and	inspire	Chinese	citizens	to	live	more	
environmentally	friendly,	such	as	driving	electric	cars,	using	public	transportation,	eating	
vegetarian	food	and	creating	a	sustainable	lifestyle.
For more info, please	visit blueskye.io

Half the sky Foundation: Founder Jenny Bowen invited	Fitco Managing Director Cliff
Hegan to	visit	its	care	center	in	Beijing.
The	18	year	old	foundation’s	ambition	is	to	ensure	that	every	orphaned	child	has	a	
caring	adult	in	her	life	and	a	chance	for	a	bright	future.	So	far,	they	have	transformed	
over	126,457 children	lives,	gaining	adoption	through	the	help of		12,991	expertly	
trained	care	givers	that	provide	constructive	love	and	attention.
There are	still	873,543	orphans in	China, welcome to join	us	in	helping	this	fantastic	
organization. www.halfthesky.org/en

Fitco Achievements	in	2015

New	Year	Greetings	from	Fitco Management

Supply Chain
Planner 

Congratulations to Owens Corning and their new Supply Chain
Planner candidate Jane Ye on board on Feb 16th, 2015. Working for
Dupont for 9 years, Jane has 9 years of outstanding planning
experience and is looking forward to bring contribution to OC’s
supply chain management. Fitco is assigned by OC to search for
Supply Chain Leader and is undergoing this project with confidence.

Graduation 
from 

Olin Business 
School

Congratulations to Fitco’s Principal Consultant Katherine’s
graduation from Olin Business School. After one and half years of
diligent studies, Katherine graduated on Dec 11th 2015 and
completed her EMBA learning journey.

We are confident that with the knowledge she learned and the
network she built in school, she can bring Fitco to a new level and
bring much more value to clients business and candidates’ career
development.

Dear	clients	and	candidates,	
Happy	New	Year!	
On the beginning of 2016, we would like to extend our heart felt thanks to all our clients and candidates who are supporting
Fitco through these yeas.

During the last year, we …….

This year,

Finally,	I	wish	everybody	a prosperous new year ,	good	health	and	family	happiness!


